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Epiphany: The Wedding at Cana 
 
This year, the fourth week of Advent only lasted a day. And now, with the Baptism of the Lord 
occurring tomorrow, Epiphanytide will also last only a day. Of the three great Manifestations, then, 
the Wedding at Cana is nearly passed over in the liturgy this year, so it seems to be the natural topic 
for this morning’s chapter. 
 
Of the three, the episode at Cana is on the smallest scale. The coming of the Magi has a cosmic 
dimension with the guiding star, and a world-wide dimension with the three wise men from a distant 
land. The Baptism has the broadest historical scope: John representing the long line of prophets 
announcing the coming of the Messiah, and Jesus transforming the meaning of baptism, with a 
whole new sacramental order flowing into the future with the waters of the Jordan. The Baptism is 
also an impressive theophany, with the heavens opening, the Dove descending, and the Father 
speaking. 
 
At first sight, the events at Cana are local, involving only the family and guests at a wedding. There 
is no cosmic or historical lead-up to the episode. It unfolds as a series of surprises: surprises for the 
reader, who doesn’t expect Mary to corner Jesus the way she does; surprises for Jesus, who says 
his hour has not yet come; and surprises for the guests as they witness a miracle and the 
unexpected arrival of the best wine late in the day. Compared to the other two manifestations, the 
whole flow of the story runs in the opposite direction: nothing announces the event; there are no 
foreign emissaries or divine voices to reveal the meaning of the sign; and, rather than announce his 
future destiny, Jesus actually produces something old—fine, mature wine.  
 
It is true that traditional patristic interpretation sees the change from water to wine as the old 
dispensation being superseded by the new, although that is not always the most helpful perspective. 
A rich line of interpretation opens up when the symbols in the story are applied to the individual soul. 
It then becomes an image of what grace can accomplish, bringing the thin, dissatisfying water of 
effort, struggle, and failure into the maturity of wisdom and virtue.  
 
But the level of meaning I find most worth pursuing just now is the ecclesial one, even more 
specifically applied to religious life. The Wedding at Cana provides a helpful contrast to the often-
cited gospel image of new wine having to go into new wineskins. As relevant at that image is, it can 
put too much emphasis on the shift from old to new, as if we have to start from scratch or as if it all 
depends on our insight or our plans for the future. 
 
The image of the water become wine turns the tables: Jesus takes the dissatisfied present—the 
wine is out, and all that’s left is common water and the drudgery of transporting it—and produces not 
just wine but a wine with all the characteristics of patient aging and maturing, a wine kept in sturdy 
stone jars, rather than in flimsy skins. 
 
Our dissatisfaction with the present or anxiety about the future can have a paralyzing effect, and the 
negativity risks turning such perspectives into self-fulfilling prophecies. In the small-scale story of the 
Wedding at Cana we have a hope-filled scenario of grace at work in the concrete present. Notice the 
power of intercession, especially intercession made through Mary. Notice Jesus’ reticence and 
discretion: there are no grand speeches or impressive gestures. Notice the climate of mutuality and 
cooperation: Jesus does what Mary asks, the attendants do what Jesus asks, and the wonder of this 



Manifestation occurs in and through a community of people. Notice the matter Jesus chooses to 
work with: water meant for purifications, a symbol of all that is common, daily, and repetitive, a 
symbol of lowly tasks and the lowliness of needing purification in the first place. And all of a sudden 
there is an abundance of fine wine, a symbol of ripeness and slow, patient maturation, something 
new with qualities that come only from aging, something with a story, the product of care and 
attention, emerging all at once, unexpectedly.  
 
It is refreshing to allow the images in this gospel to unfold as a parable—or at least potential 
parable—of our experience. The perspective is very different from bearing direct responsibility for 
the transmission of a past and a tradition into an uncertain future as in the new wine-old wine 
skins image. The starting point is the somewhat chaotic but joyful hubbub of a wedding. At the heart 
of the story is the presence of Jesus and his mother. There is a pressing need, but it gives way to 
confident intercession. Jesus works with what is at hand, things so common they go unnoticed but 
that in fact are the fruit of hard and constant labor: stone jars and water. There is obedience to a 
simple command, willingness to cooperate, and the involvement of any number of people.  
 
And the outcome is both surprisingly new and deliciously old. 
 
	


